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Assignments
Comments on your assignment 1 have been posted. 

Assignment 2 posted! Refer to the instruction posted on Moodle. Start early!



What is sentiment detection?
To automatically identify the types and the strength of emotions in text data

Examples

- Sentiments in tweets, Facebook posts, YouTube comments
- Sentiments in news coverage, speeches, etc.



Examples of sentiment detection

http://www.kltv.com/2019/01/30/ut-tyler-professor-explains-how-sports-analytics-could-predict-super-bowl-winner/ 

http://www.kltv.com/2019/01/30/ut-tyler-professor-explains-how-sports-analytics-could-predict-super-bowl-winner/


Examples of sentiment detection

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QlUmNNlT9wA


What is sentiment detection?

Automatic stock trading based on presidential tweets that 
mention company names

https://www.npr.org/sections/money/2017/04/07/522897876/meet-botus-pla
net-money-s-stock-trading-twitter-bot 

https://www.npr.org/sections/money/2017/04/07/522897876/meet-botus-planet-money-s-stock-trading-twitter-bot
https://www.npr.org/sections/money/2017/04/07/522897876/meet-botus-planet-money-s-stock-trading-twitter-bot


What is sentiment detection?
Try socialmention: 
http://www.socialmention.com/ 

Work with your team to go through 
tweets

- What types of sentiment?
- Speculate as to why some 

tweets are marked positive or 
negative.

http://www.socialmention.com/


Sentiment types and strength 
Sentiment types

The basic classification



Sentiment types and strength 
Sentiment types

A more complex sentiment detection 
model.

https://www.csc2.ncsu.edu/faculty/healey/tweet_viz/tweet_app/ 

https://www.csc2.ncsu.edu/faculty/healey/tweet_viz/tweet_app/


Sentiment types and strength 
Sentiment types A model we are going to build



Sentiment types and strength 
Sentiment strength A model we are going to build



Sentiment types and strength 
Sentiment strength Another example

http://sentistrength.wlv.ac.uk/ 

http://sentistrength.wlv.ac.uk/


How are sentiments detected
Dictionary approach

Each sentiment dictionary includes a set of words indicative of sentiment. Algorithms 
scan texts and calculate the proportion of the texts that contain sentimental words



Some dictionary 
examples: Happiness 
dictionary

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/
article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0
026752#s4 

Each word is rated on 
the scale of happiness

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0026752#s4
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0026752#s4
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0026752#s4


Some dictionary 
examples: NRC 
sentiment dictionary

Used in our example

http://sentiment.nrc.ca/lexicons-f
or-research/ 

Each word is rated on 
the scale of happiness

http://sentiment.nrc.ca/lexicons-for-research/
http://sentiment.nrc.ca/lexicons-for-research/


Shortcomings of the dictionary approach



Shortcomings of the dictionary approach



Shortcomings of the dictionary approach
Sentiment analysis needs interpretations based on communication context.

This tweet is rated as positive by the socialmention algorithm. But do you agree?



How are sentiments detected
The supervised machine approach (will be covered in future classes)

1. Manually label texts by sentiment types and strength
2. Apply machine learning algorithms to the labelled data (also called training data) 
3. Algorithms will pick up patterns and rules in human judgement applied to 

labelling the texts and the algorithms use the patterns to identify sentiment in 
larger and unlabelled data

4. A series of validation to finetune the algorithm to make it more accurate. 



How are sentiments detected

https://www.kaggle.com/crowdflower/twitter-airline-sentiment#Tweets.csv 

The training sample 
contains human-coded 
sentiment type of each 
tweet

https://www.kaggle.com/crowdflower/twitter-airline-sentiment#Tweets.csv


How are sentiments detected

https://github.com/pablobarbera/eui-text-workshop/blob/master/datasets/EP-elections-tweets.csv 

https://github.com/pablobarbera/eui-text-workshop/blob/master/datasets/EP-elections-tweets.csv


How are sentiments detected
Supervised machine learning approach

- More sensitive to contextual cues of sentiment
- Involves human judgement
- Requires a series of validation 



Practice

- Make sure the source code can produce on your machine 
the same output as you see on the previous page;

- Instead of plotting daily average anger score, let’s create a 
plot for daily average anticipation count.

- Make the code work for your data

Practice script at https://curiositybits.cc/post/r_analytics9/ 

https://curiositybits.cc/post/r_analytics8/

